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Abstract 

We expand a previously formulated model for nuclear abrasion in 

ion-ion collisions where M M . nucleons in both projectile and target 

can be excited. Describing the state of excitation by an effective 

channel we vigorously impose unitarity and compare the results 

with those of a heuristic treatment of unitarity by HUfner, Schafer 

and SchUrmann. We find corrections to the latter theory which grow up 

to a factor 2 with the number of abraded nucleons. 



1. Introduction 

We address ourselves to reactions of the type 

1 60 + 9Be - Ac + X (1.1) 

which have been observed at an energy of 2.1 GeV per nucleon [1]. It 

has been suggested that reactions like the one above proceed by abrasion 

of fragments from the projectile and subsequent deexcitation. The final 

remnant is the only object detected [2]. 

As a suitable framework to describe the abrasion amplitude 

HUfner, Schafer and SchUnnann (HSS) advocated Glauber theory [3]. In 

spite of the high inelasticity of NN collisions at the energies in 

question, HSS formulate their theory in terms of elastic NN amplitudes 

only. However, at some stage in their calculation a squared S matrix 

element |S „ NN| =•> 1 and it has been hoped that this manipulation 

heurestically accounts for explicit neglect of inelastic channels. 

In order to test the assumption of HSS we have investigated before 

a unitary two-channel model, where an "elementary" projectile a_ can 

be excited as well as scattered [4]. The model did not allow for 

excitation of the target nucleons and the biased treatment of the 

projectile clearly is the greatest defect of the model. Its merit 

resides in the possibility of testing the quality of the heuristic 

mo;',!l of HSS, not for ion-ion collisions, but instead for 

a + Aj+ (Aj - n) + X (1.2) 

An evaluation of the explicitly unitary two-channel model showed that 

the HSS prescription is a considerable improvement over a single-channel 

description where unitarity is completely disregarded [4]. We further 
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showed that the heuristic treatment incurs errors of order 2-4 which 

vary in magnitude and sign for increasing number n of abraded nucleons. 

In the following we formulate *nd evaluate a model in which 

nucleons from both projectile and target ions can be excited. Here too 

drastic assumptions have to be made in order to permit simple evaluation. 

Again we consider nucleons N in their ground state and in a state of 

excitation denoted by N . Our basic assumption will then be that the 
* * 

amplitudes for all four processes NN -> NN, NN •* NN . NN •*• N N and 

* * 
NN •+ N N factorize in the channel index T(T,T' = 1,2,3,4) 

fTT,Cst) = XT(t) X^, (t) h(s,t) (1.3) 

Such a form for f is a reasonable description for diffractive processes. 

In fact only about half of high-energy pp total cross sections is 

accounted for by diffractive processes and the amplitude (1.3) cannot 

possibly describe all the NN information really needed in a more 

realistic calculation of the required cross sections, lie ignore this 

difficulty in order to reach a tractible model. Contrary to the 

2-channel model of ref. [4] it will enable a proper treatment of 

unitarity for a genuine ion-ion reaction 

Ax * A2 -<• (Aj - n) • X (1.4) 

In section 2 we describe our four-channel model, discuss the 

unitarity conditions and derive expressions for abrasion cross sections. 

In section 3 we discuss at length the implications of unitarity for the 

input for chosen parametrizations of the various profile functions. 

Section 4 contains our numerical results and a brief discussion. 

M \ i •* : i • 
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2. Four-channel unitary model 

We consider first a picture of elastic scattering accompanied by 

nucleon excitation as depicted in Fig. 1. Suppose the particle excita

tion is diffractive, then t-channel factorization (in momentum space) 

may be assumed. We thus deal with amplitudes of the form (1.3) leading 

by Fourier transformation to three profile functions describing the 

four amplitudes shown in Fig. 1. If we further assume that the elastic 

scattering of the nucleon and its excitation have the same strength, 

then all amplitudes characterizing the isolated four-channel system 

are given by only three profile functions. The matrix of these profile 

functions in channel space thus takes the form 

'YX Y 2 

Y 2 Y 3 

T 2 ^ 3 ' 

Y 3 * 2 
v v , (2.1) 
'l r2 

where y. describes the processes NN •* NN as well as II N + N 8 , y. is 
* * 

the profile function for the reactions NN •> NN and NN •* NN, and Y, 
* * * * 

describes the processes NN •* N N and N N ->• NN. 

Eq. (2.1) implies a reasonabls description of diffractive dissocia

tion of the nucleon into a particular excited state. Our model is based 

on the drastic assumption, motivated only by the need for simplicity, 

that all inelastic NN scatterings may be described by three effective 

channels as in Fig. 1, and that the matrix of profile functions correspond

ing to the resulting four-channel world may be represented by the very 

simple form (2.1). It need hardly be pointed out that this model is 
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a very crude one; elastic and diffractive processes together comprise 

only about half of the high-energy pp cross section, and the remaining 

amplitudes do not satisfy the assumed momentum space factorization 

property implicit in eq. (2.1). 

However, there are points in favor of the simplicity of the model. 

Firstly for the processes we wish to describe, the content of the nucleon 

excitation is never examined explicitly so that the use of effective 

excitation channels may well be adequate. 

Next, eq. (2.1) has very desirable properties, especially from 

the point of view of applications to multiple scattering theory. In 

particular, it may be written in the alternative form 

r = T, 1 " I * Y2(l
 x °x * °~x * V + Y 3 °"x

 x °x (.2.2) 

where a is the Pauli matrix (, „) and the direct product in eq. (2.2) 

connects two two-dimensional spaces spanning nucleon plus excited 

state, one space corresponding to the projectile and the other to the 

target. Since 1 and a commute, we have 

[r(b), T(b')] = 0 (2.3) 

As is well known, the commutativity of T for differant impact parameters 

b, b', eliminates the necessity of spatial ordering in a multiple scatter

ing description of nucleon-nucleus or nucleus-nucleus collisions. 

Moreover, from (2.3) and from the fundamental assumption of Glauber 

theory by which the projectile-target S-matrix operator is written as 

a product of individual S-matrices, one easily shows that the unitarity 

of latter implies the unitarity of the projectile-target S-matrix. 



We now proceed to apply the unitarity condition SS =1 to the 
i*i 

S-matrix S=l-r. The result is (Y- = |Y-|e ) 

|Yj|2 • 2|Y2|
2 • |Y3|

2 = 2 ^ 1 ^ (2.4) 

cos4>2 - I Y J I C O S O ^ - ^ ) - Y3cos(i(i3-it2) = 0 (2.5) 

|Y3|(COS*3 - lYjjcosf^-^)) = |Y2|
2 (2.6) 

From eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) we immediately have 

and 

cosij)2 - |Y1|COSC4>1-<J>2) 

' Y s ' = cos((|)2-*3) 

2 [cos*2- | yl | cos (c(>1-ij>2) ] [ cos^ -1 Yx |cos (^-((..j) ] 

cos 0f>2-<f>3) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) may be substituted into eq. (2.4), giving a 

quadratic equation for |Y,| with coefficients depending on the three 

phases ij>. . The solution of this equation may then be used in conjunction 

with eqs, (2.7) and (2.8) to provide each of the three moduli as a 

function of the three phases. We postpone the determination of the 

phases of y. until section 3 and turn to the total cross section 

w d2b On(b) (2.9) 

for the abrasion of n nucleans in the process 

A,, + A,.- (Ap - n) + ... (2.10) 

The quantity a (b) is in the eikonal approximation given by a generaliza

tion of eq. (10), ref. [3]: 



A P _ 
X ff1^^ |yrT.=l><M.,x.-l|Q.)|0p,0T> (2.11) 

Here we have adopted the notation of ref. [3]; 0„, OL denote ground 

states of projectile and target nuclei, and p is the cutoff momentum 

of ref. [3] . For values of u > u , a nucleon is taken to 

be abraded, otherwise not. The quantity Q. is defined as 

vffv^-VV C2-12) 
where j denotes a nucleon in the projectile, k a nucleon in the target, 

and S., is the S-matrix for the interaction of nucleons j,k. 
jk -" 

Eq. (2.11) differs formally from eq. (10) of ref. [3] only 

through the presence in the former of the projection operator 

P. E |T.=1> <T.=1| for each projectile nucleon which is not abraded. 

(In our four-channel picture of NN interactions T=1 denotes the nucleon 

state, T=2 the excitation). In the abrasion description of ion collisions, 

part of each nucleus is "sliced" away, while the remaining (Ap-n) 

particles in the projectile should remain p.ucleons. The latter condition 

is secured in eq. (2.11) by the presence of the operator P.. 

We now follow ref. [3] and evaluate the target ground state 

expectation value in the coherent approximation, which for any function 

F of the Q. reads 

<0T|F(Q.)|0T> = F t ^ l Q ^ O ^ ) 

This gives 



onw - Cn
p)= <opi f[ (i-u; x i y <Pj|Uj) 

j ° 

U-<U 
J o 

where 

We assume a product wave function for the target ground state, and 

inseTt the expression (2.2) for r..=1-S.. , with the result 

(2.15) 

u. (Eu(S-6j))= If d
2b'tT(b')[l-Y1(S-Sj+S')-Y2(S-Sj+D'')ox

(j)]l 

Here t (b) is the thickness function 

tT(b) = J dz PT(D",Z) (2.16) 

-a> 

related to the single particle density p„ in the target ground state. 

It should be no-iced that because of the coherent approximation 

used in the evaluation of the target ground state expectation value, 

the profile function y, does not contribute explicitly to o (b) (see 

eq. (2.2)). It does, of course, affect our results implicitly in that 

the remaining profile functions depend on Y 3 through the unitarity 

relations. 

To proceed with the evaluation of o (b), we may now invoke the 

argument of ref. [3] to extend tho sums in (J.5) over all values of 

u- giving 

A A p 

vb> • O <0P' ITMv jUi^j iy^y^viv t2-17) 



Assuming a product wave function for the projectile ground state |0„>, 

with single particle thickness function t„, (see eq. (3.8)) we obtain 

from eq. (2.17) 

on(b) = (/) |l - f d2b'tp(b')<T=l|u
+(b-S')u(D"-bw')|x=l>| 

x jjd2b,tp(b')|<T=l|u(n"-b*')|T=l:>|
2j P (2.18) 

It remains to evaluate the matrix elements of u and of u u. From 

eq. (2.1J), we may write u in the form 

\ 
u(x) = [w(x)] (2.19) 

with 

w(x) = a(x) 1 +6(x) ox (2.20) 

a(x) =1 - f d2b tT(b) Y ^ + x ) (2.21) 

B(x) = - J d2b t?(b) y2(t+x) (2.22) 

The matrix 

D = D =2 , ( 1 J (2.23) 

diagonalizes w and any power of it. Thus from 

f(a+B) 0 } 
* = DWD = I 0 (a-S)J (2"24) 

one calculates the (1,1) matrix element of U = D r&) p with the result 

<T=1|U|T=1> = j [(a*B) • (a-0) ] (2.25) 

Likewise the (1,2) matrix element of U is found to be the same as eq. 

(2.25), except for a minus sign between the two factors in the square 
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bracket; also u is symmetric. For the (1,1) matrix element of u u we 

find 

I . l_ „l H ,, 2 6 ) 

Finally defining 

<T=1|U*U|T=1> = | j|a+B| ̂  + |a-B| ̂ j (2. 

g±(x) = 1 - J d
2b tT(b)[Y^b+x) ± y-jtS+x)] (2.27) 

we obtain by substitution of eqs. (2.25) and (2.26) into eq. (2.10) the 

final expression 

cru(b) =(n
P){l-jdVtp(b') i [^(S-5')| ̂  *|g.m(S-5')| MJ" 

x ||d2b'tp(b') i |(g+(S-S')) + (g_ T b 4 , ) A | j. P " (2.28) 

At this point we r.ote that if one sets Y,=0 in (2.27) then eq. (2.28) 

reduces to (g+ = g_ = gQ) 

af
S

ih) = (^J Jl - J d2b- tp(b') |g0 |2 A T |n x 

||d2b'tp(b')|g0| ^ P " (2.29) 

which is the result of HSS. 

3. Input for 4-channel model 

3.1. Densities 

We have taken single particle densities of Gaussian form 

where a refers to a nucleon in either the projectile or target nucleus. 
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The two parameters R were adjusted to reproduce the nuclear rms radii 

as determined from electrons scattering. 

3.2. Phase determination from unitarity 

We now turn to a determination of the phases $. of the profile 

functions Y- = \f-\e as functions of impact parameter b. Our choice 

for <J>. is the simplest one possible: <^. independent of b, with a v^lue 

which reproduces the ratio of real to imaginary part of the forward 

NN elastic scattering amplitude, namely taniji. = Re f/Iio f. 

To fix ((>, and <(>,, we examined the moduli \y. | as functions of (j>7 

and <J> over the (<{i-,t|>-) plane. We found that there are two distinct 

regions, D and 01, in which all three moduli are real and positive. 

The second of these regions is obtained from the first by the mapping 

d>2 •* <)> + IT, <ji, -»$,. The solutions (2.7) and (2.8) as well as the 

quadratic equation for |y.| which we did not display, show that the 

three moduli |y.|are invariant under this transformation. The only 

effect of the transformation is therefore to reverse the sign of y 2 

which causes g+ -» g. . Notice that eq. (2.28) is symmetric in g and 

g and is therefore invariant under the mentioned (fu,4u transformation; 

hence we may restrict our attention to D. 

One segment £j of the boundary of D is the line $ = $ + TT/2, 

running from <j>- = 2<j>. • ir/2 to $, = 3ir/2. The orientation of D is 

such that I, is a lower bound for $ The endpoint if, = 2<(i + TT/2 cf 

Z. corresponds to |Y, | = 2cos<f>., which can be seen from eq. (2.4) to be 

the liaximum obtainable value for this quantity, corresponding to 

|Y,| - |Y3I - 0 •
 As *2'*3 increase along I, from this undpoint |Y,| 
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decreases, and | Y 7 I . \y,\ first increase and then decrease again, until 

all three simultaneously reach zero at <t7 = 3TT/2. Along the line 

$_ = 3i>/2, all three moduli resain zero from the point $-=0 on I to 

the point <f, » n/2. Let us call thi« portion of the boundary of D,Z,. 

At the point $, = IT/2 the boundary of D changes to the line <t> =constant. 

It is only along the portion X, of the boundary of D that all three 

moduli vanish simultaneously. 

The functions itsO5). $*(b) "i-H be given by some path I in the 

region D, with distance along the path determined (in a way to be shown 

below) by the impact parameter b. Since we demand lim|y.| = 0, it is 
b — x 

evident that one endpoint (b = ">) of the path must lie on the boundary 

segment E_, since only here do all three moduli simultaneously vanish. 

To find the other (b=0) endpoint, we observe that if the profile function 

for elastic scattering is given a Gaussian form 

| Y l(b)| = |Yl(0)ie
_Xb (3.2) 

then the ratio of elastic NN to total NN cross section (independent of 

X) is 

„_ el.tot JV°>I .... 
R = ° /<J " 4 c ^ " l3-3) 

The experimental values of R of interest to us range from R % 1/2 at 

2 GeV to R % 1/4 at energies of 10 GeV and higher (cf. Table I in [4]). 

We find that only along the boundary segment Z, of D does |Y,| reach 

values sufficiently large to give the observed value of R according to 

eq. (3.3). The required path £ in the ($>>$.) plane thus has one 

uniquely determined endpoint corresponding to b=0, lying somewhere 

along the boundary E., and for which the condition (3.3) is satisfied. 
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The path Z is still, unfortunately, highly non-unique, in tns,'. ';.«; 

only remaining condition upon it is that it terminates (corresponding 

to b=°°) somewhere on the boundary segment I,. We have attempted to 

delimit the effects of this non-uniqueness by considering three straight 

line paths, all emanating from the well defined b=0 endpoint on Z., 

and terminating on one endpoint, an intermediate point, and the other 

endpoint of Z., . 

To complete our description, we require the parameter X of eq. 

(3.2], and the prescription for relating path distance along Z to the 

impact parameter b. The parameter X may be fixed from the expression 

for the total cross section corresponding to the elastic profile 

function eq. (3.2): 

o t o t = 2TTX"1|Y, (0)|cos<t.. (3.4) 

The impact parameter at any point along the path Z may now be obtained 

from eq. (3.2) 

f -1 1 1 / 2 

bC*2,<t>3} = |-X logCYjtoj.+jyYjCOm- (3.5) 

We summarize: 1) The three moduli \y.| are given as functions of 

the three phases by solution of the unitarity equations (2.4) - (2.6). 

The phase <J> is fixed at a b-independent value,corresponding to the ratio 

of real to imaginary part of the forward elastic amplitude. 2) The b=0 

endpoint of the path (<f>2 (b), ij>_ (b)) in the (<(>-,$,) plane is dictated 

by the condition (3.3), and once |y.(0)| is fixed in this way, the 

paramater \ of eq. (3.2) is fitted to the experimental value of o 

in eq. (3.4). 3) The b=«° endpoint of the path is varied between the 

two extremes given by the endpoints of the boundary segment £,. 
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4) Finally, the value of the impact parameter b at any point along the 

patli is given by eq. (3.5). The following parameters are relevant for 
Ref Ref 

a proton with, E = 2.1 GeV: *. = 14 from 4 C-r^2' + •; J P ] = -0.25 , 
p 1 2 lm 1ml 

. , Pi PP 
IY, (0)| ̂  2cos4>, , from the observed ratio R "\< 2 CS], and a slope 

parameter A = 2.63 fm" from (3.3) and (3.4). The directly measured 

_2 
value of the slope parameter \ of the amplitude (3.2) is 2.3 fm and 

witnesses the measure of internal consistency of the chosen parametriza-

tion. The latter, incidentally would improve consideratly for increasing 

energies. The behaviour of the |y-| for a typical straight-).ne path 

in the (4,,$,) plane is shown in Fig. 2 for a choice of parameters 

appropriate to p-p scattering at 2J.GeV 

4. Results and discussion 

The results of the calculation of a = a (b)d"bj eq. (2.28), and 

the corresponding HSS approximation (2.29) for the reaction (1.1) at 

p. =2.1 GeV/c are summarised in Table II. 

For si""" "u,.iDer of abraded nucleons n we give in the second 

column the values calculated from the 4-channel expression (3.20). The 

margins on the cross sections indicate the variation in a , due to the 

lack of uniqueness in the choice of path Z in the '^''N plane as discussed 

in section 3.2. 

The third column is the HSS result (2.29) calculated with our input 

whereas column 4 are the cross sections which can ue found from [3], if 

also there isospin effects are disregarded. (The differences in values 

entered in the latter two columns is due to a slightly different choice 

of NN amplitudes and further because we used Gaussian and not harmonic 
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oscillator single-particle densities). In column 5 are entered the 

HSS cross sections when (in alternative fashions) corrected for 

final state interactions [FSI) of abraded nucleons with the target-

remnant. The next two columns contain the percentage correction on 

the HSS iesult, when computed by means of the 4-channel model and these 

cross sections [3] reduced by that percentage. The results in 

column 7 should tnen be compared with the data [1] corrected for 

ablation [3]. 

One observes that the 4-channel unitary model causes corrections 

to the HSS model which increase with n: However, column 6 shows 

thrt the manner in which HSS heuristicallycorrect for unitary defects in 

an abrasion calculation using only the elastic projectile-nucleon 

amplitude is surprisingly effective for a relatively small number of 

abraded nucleons. One further notices that unitary corrections in the 

4-channel model always reduce the HSS cross sections, whereas the 

correction in the 2-channel model of ref. U] changed sign at a given 

n. tVe have no convincing explanation for this difference. 

It seems to us that we have exhausted the 4-channel model. Above 

all it served as a test for heuristic unitarity corrections applied tc 

a Glauber approach with otherwise neglected inelasticities in NN 

amplitudes. We showed that the HSS prescription is definitely adequate 

if the number of abraded nucleons is small compared to A_. 

The model itself has deficiencies which may in part be the cause 

of the remaining discrepancies. There is of course the eikonal 

description itself for differential cross sections which are integrated 

over all angles. Next we recall the factorization approximation (1.3) 

f"r amplitudes which lie at the basis of the simple evaluation of our 
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model. Although applicable to the diffractive portion of the various 

amplitudes it presumably fails for the non-diffractive part. Obviously 

many points have still to be cleared up before a satisfactory understand

ing of nuclear abrasion will be reached. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. Representation of diffractive amplitudes induced by an NN 

collision leading to nucleons or excited structures. 

Fig. 2. Moduli of the three profile functions y.(b) as function of 

impact parameter b (£ =2.1 GeV). 



Table I 

No. of 
abraded 
nucleons 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

On(mb) 

eq.(2.28) 

300+3 

149±3 

97+2 

71±2 

54±2 

43±2 

36±2 

29±1 

22 

16 

10 

5.7±.4 

2.5+.3 

.77±.ll 

.16±.03 

„HSS, . , 
0„ (mb) 

eq.(2.29) 

311 

161 

111 

85 

69 

58 

50 

43 

36 

27 

18 

10 

4.5 

1.5 

0.3 

SfdO 
Kef [3] 

262 

141 

100 

74 

50 

(On ) (mb) 

Ref. [3] 

127-130 

39-51 

26-46 

Percentage 
correction in 
4-channel model 

4 

8 

14 

20 

28 

35 

39 

48 

64 

69 

80 

75 

80 

95 

88 

°n
SI«o 

122-125 

36-47 

22-38 

n abr 
Ref [3] 

97.1 

56.3 

37.4 

64.2 

48.5 
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Table Caption 

Abrasion cross sections for 0 • Be •* (16-n) + X. The second and 

third columns give the result of our 4-channel model and the outcome 

of its reduction to a single channel treatment with heuristic ui itarity 

corrections. In columns 4, 5 are entered the HSS result and its 

modification due to various models for the FSI of the abraded nucleons 

(both computed with the input of Ref. [3]). Columns 6, 7 contain 

respectively the percentage unitarity correction and its application 

to the HSS results corrected for FSI, 'column 5). The last column 

gives the abrasion cross section extracted from the data [1] after 

correction for ablation [3]. 
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